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“To participate in today’s global job market, 

mastery of English can be your key to success …”

Dear Students,

With the pace of globalization accelerating each year, today it is easier than ever 

before to have a career outside your home country. ELS is your way to globalize 

your education by making new friends from countries around the world and 

communicating with each other in English – friends to study with and learn from 

and friends with whom to collaborate after graduation.

To participate in this global job market, mastery of English can be your key  

to success, providing you with a valuable skill sought by businesses and 

institutions in hundreds of industries. English makes it possible for you to  

work in global organizations in any country, whether or not that country is 

English-speaking.

Since 1961 ELS has been the leading provider of English programs on university 

campuses and in exciting city centers in the U.S.A. Our English for Academic 

Purposes program is now available at ELS Centers in Australia, Canada, India, 

Japan, Korea, Kuwait, France, Malaysia, Panama, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab 

Emirates, as well as at more than sixty locations in the U.S.A. alone.

Thousands of ELS graduates enter nationally ranked undergraduate and 

postgraduate programs each year. The Ministries of Education of many nations 

sponsor scholarships for their top university students to study at ELS before 

entering graduate schools. ELS graduates become successful executives, 

entrepreneurs, artists, research scientists and educators. Many have high-level 

positions in government, including one ELS graduate who is currently a Minister 

of Education!

When you enroll at ELS, you are joining a global family. Your ELS classmates 

will be part of your campus social network of friends throughout your studies. 

And when you graduate, your international friends from ELS will become your 

international network, sharing job opportunities that will connect you to a world 

of opportunities.

Become a global citizen. Study with your family of the future at ELS!

Mark W. Harris 

 

President and CEO 

ELS Educational Services, Inc. 
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The ability to communicate effectively in English is critical 

to making the most of the world of educational and job 

opportunities that await you.

ELS offers you a variety of pathways to acquiring the English skills 

so key to academic and career success today – pathways filled 

with discovery and adventure, new friends and new cultures, and 

learning and achievement.

ELS INTERNATIONAL PATHWAYS®

PREPARE FOR SUCCESS.
BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY HERE.

      WITH ELS

Visit ELS.edu/BigPicture.
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Canada attracts some of the world’s best and brightest  

young minds and is one of the most popular choices  

among international students.

In 2014, the number of international students in Canada 

exceeded 100,000 for the first time – triple the number  

who studied there in 2000. Ontario (home to ELS/Toronto)  

and British Columbia (home to ELS/Vancouver) as well 

as Quebec led the way in attracting record numbers of 

international students.

For students of all ages, Canada offers a safe, clean and  

friendly environment for an unforgettable educational  

holiday experience.

ELS INTERNATIONAL STUDY IN CANADA



The ELS Language Centers in Toronto and Vancouver are so 

much more than a place to learn English. From the moment 

you arrive, you become integrated into student life, making 

it easy to meet and make friends with Canadians and other 

international students and actively engage in the many 

activities available to you. 

Daily life at your ELS Center not only provides you with a  

great opportunity to practice your English, but it also helps 

you develop a sense of independence and self-confidence.

Accessible and Supportive Teachers and Staff

The staff at the ELS Canada Centers are warm, friendly, 

welcoming people who understand that you are a person  

as well as an English language student. Their goal is to ensure 

your success, offering care, patience and attention to your 

individual needs.

WELCOME TO OUR CANADIAN CENTERS!

Among the many surprising things I’ve learned in 

the first year of my ESL teaching career is how far the 

impact we have on students extends beyond language 

acquisition. Helping students transform fear and doubt 

into confidence, encouraging them to see the possible –

that’s really what I do at ELS. 

Paul Duke

ELS Instructor, VANCOUVER
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I think the activities are very important to get to know not 

only the city of Vancouver, but also the students from ELS. I met 

a lot of people from all over the world because of the activities. 

The activities are always well-organized, which I consider very 

important. The administrative staff are always worried about the 

students and they do their best to help us.

Beatriz, BRAZIL 

ELS/Vancouver  

Semi-Intensive student

Toronto is a really great city. It is a multicultural place with 

the biggest mix of nationalities. Art, culture and activities are so 

interesting here. Every day you will find something to do with your 

friends. Canada is almost a perfect country. Local people are so 

kind and friendly. 

Gabriela, PANAMA 

ELS/Toronto EAP student 

The ELS activities are so good, we went to a Canucks hockey 

game and the Capilano Suspension Bridge. The staff at ELS are 

the best staff of the world. My teachers here in Vancouver are very 

attentive, they like to teach and they are respectful. I’m learning 

so much with them. The program is good, we have a mixture of 

grammar and vocabulary class, this is awesome for me. Every 

day we have homework; this is fantastic for your English to get 

better. This trip is awesome, I hope that I always remember all I’m 

experiencing here. 

Juliano, BRAZIL 

ELS/Vancouver General English student

ELS was an amazing experience and [Toronto was] a good 

place to live and practice English. The multicultural aspect of the 

city was the thing I most preferred because it opened my mind  

and permitted me to make new and amazing friends from all 

around the world. 

Erwan, FRANCE 

ELS/Toronto student

STUDENTS AND PARENTS ALL AGREE:  ELS WORKS
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I have chosen Vancouver to continue my study and hope my 

dreams come true. After spending two years in Vancouver I can 

say that it is a perfect city for students. I had a great host family 

who helped me with my language, which is the most important 

thing. The activities and administrative staff are awesome and 

friendly people and they have helped me with stuff that I needed 

that was not even related to the school.  Thank you activities and 

administrative staff!

The teachers were the most important part of my experience. 

They are the people that motivated me, encouraged me to work 

harder until I reached my goals and then pushed me further when 

I procrastinated. They are great teachers with great experience. 

I started in Level 102 and I made it to Level 112 studying in the 

English for Academic Purposes program, which is a really useful 

program for those who want to go to university, as I do. The 

amount of homework was reasonable and useful and it has 

helped me to improve my English. I am thankful to this school; 

they made my experience unforgettable and meaningful. I would 

recommend it for everybody who wants to improve their language 

and have a great time. 

Tariq, SAUDI ARABIA 

ELS graduate

I can’t say anything except thank you for all the help you have 

given me, and the nice way you have of treating your students! 

Mohammed, SAUDI ARABIA 

ELS graduate

I am a student at Douglas College. But because my English 

skills were not good enough to take some academic classes, I 

had to spend some time studying at ELS. Every class helped me. 

Some classes improved both my reading and writing skills and 

others gave good opportunities to practice my speaking skills. I 

know learning a new language is exhausting, but if you can speak 

one more language, it not only can help you communicate with 

people who come from other countries, but also find a job easier. 

ELS teachers were good at teaching and communicating, and 

they helped me deal with problems and cope with stresses. I really 

appreciated them and I really recommend learning at ELS. 

Kayo, JAPAN 

ELS graduate

Douglas College student

I am so grateful to study English at ELS with great teachers and 

good friends. ELS teachers are very professional. I was impressed 

very much. They taught me how to improve my English effectively. 

Every lesson is attractive and useful. When I worried about my 

English skills, I asked them. They gave me good suggestions and 

advice. I tried to study hard and they encouraged me to stick with 

my goal. Eventually, I got confidence to speak English. I really 

appreciated it. 

Rika, JAPAN 

ELS/Vancouver student

The school that I have been studying in is ELS Language 

Centers. I love my school. The teachers are very helpful when you 

don’t understand something. The students are also very friendly. 

I have many friends at ELS and I really enjoy going to classes and 

having lunch. I really like that the school has different activities like 

bowling or when we go together to a park or beach. You can make 

more friends there, I love it!

I would love to come back to Canada one day and spend more 

time enjoying the city with my sister and friends. I hope to one day 

be able to live in Canada so I can enjoy all it has to offer and see all 

it has to see!

I feel very grateful for this great opportunity and very happy. I’m 

enjoying every single one of my days here! 

Maria Elena, MEXICO 

ELS student

Find out what ELS students have to say! 

Visit ELS.edu/Stories.

And don’t forget to check out our  
ELS Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and  
foursquare accounts.
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Why Choose ELS?

In Canada and around the world, no other English language 

provider offers the choices, expertise, guidance and focus on 

your success that ELS does. 

Choose the program that will help you reach your individual 

goals. We can help you identify the right one for you.

Plan your study abroad before leaving your own country.

ELS University Admission Services can help you apply for 

conditional admission to a university or college BEFORE you 

have mastered English. 

Languages Canada

The ELS Language Schools in Canada are accredited by 

Languages Canada.

• Quality Assurance is a critical element of Languages  

 Canada.  All member schools are required to be   

 accredited under one internationally recognized and  

 comprehensive scheme.

• The Accreditation Scheme operates at arm’s length, is  

 transparent and confidential, and maintains the integrity  

 and rigor of Languages Canada’s standards and process.

• Each level of review is done by a different member of a  

 team of highly qualified independent professionals.

• Six areas examined:

▶  Student services

▶  Teaching staff

▶  Curriculum

▶  Marketing and promotion

▶  Administration

▶  Student admissions

THE ELS ADVANTAGE 



Learn using the best materials.

ELS’s proprietary textbooks and instructional materials 

come from the most respected authors in the ESL field.

ELS Language Technology Centers provide the opportunity  

to work on your specific language challenges using  

computer-aided instruction and practice. 

Earn Level Certificates.

More than 650 universities, colleges and career schools 

accept the certificate from Level 112 of the ELS English for 

Academic Purposes program as proof that you meet their 

English language requirement. 

Gain conditional admission.

If you wish to apply for university or college but lack 

proof of sufficient English language proficiency, ELS can 

help secure conditional admission for you without your 

having to take the TOEFL® or IELTS™. 

Individual Learning Plan

Each session, ELS instructors create an Individual  

Learning Plan for you, based on your strengths  

and weaknesses. Customized content is provided 

throughout the session with instructors providing  

support and feedback on your progress.

7



WHICH ELS PROGRAM IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
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Scan or visit ELS.edu/CounselorConnect.

Your local ELS authorized Counselor is there to help guide you 
and your family through the decision-making process.

ACADEMIC ENGLISH PROGRAMS
Our most popular and challenging choices, suitable for students looking for a 

comprehensive English program or for students seeking admission to a college  

or university. Successfully completing Level 109 or 112 of the English for Academic 

Purposes (EAP) program earns you an official certificate recognized by more than  

650 colleges and universities, including a number in Canada, confirming that you  

have achieved the English language proficiency required for admission. 

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES

IELTS™ PREPARATION

TOEFL® iBT PREPARATION

GENERAL ENGLISH PROGRAMS
Improve your English fluency and communicate accurately and effectively with ELS 

General English programs.

GENERAL ENGLISH

SEMI-INTENSIVE ENGLISH

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS
ELS offers several unique program options to help busy professionals like you master  

the English skills so essential to achieving your career goals.

ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS 

ENGLISH FOR PROFESSIONALS

SUPER INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAMS 

YOUTH PROGRAMS
ELS offers a variety of programs that include English language study and practice, making 

the most of school holidays and putting your child on the path to global citizenship.

VANCOUVER SUMMER AND WINTER YOUTH PROGRAMS

NOT SURE?

SEE PAGE 12 TO LEARN MORE.

SEE PAGE 18 TO LEARN MORE.

SEE PAGE 20 TO LEARN MORE.

SEE PAGE 22 TO LEARN MORE.
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Core Classes

Core classes include all the vital building blocks of English 

language proficiency: 

Structure and Speaking Practice: includes instruction in 

speaking, listening, grammar and more

Language Technology Center: technology-supported 

learning allows you to concentrate on your individual  

learning needs and objectives

Vocabulary Enrichment: this systematic approach to 

vocabulary study helps you learn, use and remember  

new vocabulary

Reading and Writing: concentrates on the development  

of reading comprehension as well as writing fluency  

and accuracy

ELS CLASSES

Skills Enhancement Classes

Skills Enhancement Classes address specific techniques that 

can be essential in higher education, and encourage practice 

through conversation. 

Classes are available to all Masters-level students enrolled in 

General English and English for Academic Purposes programs, 

and also to General English students at all levels.

They include academic skills:

• Listening and Note Taking

• Advanced Academic Writing

• Speech and Debate

And topics of general interest:

• Current Events

• Public Speaking

• Popular Idioms

• Film Discussion

Offerings vary by location.

& LEVELS
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MASTERS

LEVEL 112

LEVEL 111

LEVEL 110

Speaks and understands English with ease

Reads and writes with sufficient proficiency to satisfy 

 professional and university requirements

Conducts business competently in English

Higher Education Option Upon Completion:

Prepare to begin a four-year degree program at one of our Canadian  

 or U.S. university or college partners

ADVANCED

LEVEL 109

LEVEL 108

LEVEL 107

Communicates effectively in most social situations

Understands a wide range of idioms

Maintains extended conversations with native speakers

Uses English with growing accuracy and fluency, including 

 reading and writing

Participates fully in most conversations

Higher Education Option Upon Completion:

Some Canadian or U.S. university and college pathway partners accept  

 completion of Level 109 of the English for Academic Purposes program

INTERMEDIATE

LEVEL 106

LEVEL 105

LEVEL 104

Communicates facts and opinions

Discusses and argues in a culturally acceptable way

Understands most questions and statements at normal 

 speaking speed

Carries on conversations with native speakers

Uses English to shop, order food in restaurants and ask for directions

Options Available:

Enroll in the IELTS™ Preparation program, TOEFL® iBT Preparation or 

 English for Business program from Level 106 onward

BEGINNER

LEVEL 103

LEVEL 102

LEVEL 101

Communicates at a basic level in everyday situations

Understands English when spoken to slowly and clearly

Understands a few words and phrases

Responds to simple questions and directions

 These abilities and options apply to both English for Academic Purposes and General English.

 These abilities and options apply to English for Academic Purposes students, who receive more reading and writing as 

 part of a balanced curriculum.

ELS Levels

ELS offers 12 levels of instruction to address the varying needs of students. 

The 12 levels build upon one another, with the foundation of skills learned at lower levels  

providing support as the levels increase in complexity.

At the end of each 4-week session, students successfully meeting the requirements for their  

level move up and immediately begin the new session. 

As you move up through the levels, more opportunities become available – either through  

more challenging ELS courses or through higher education options.

650 colleges in Canada and the U.S.A. accept graduation from an advanced level  

of ELS as meeting the English language requirement for admission.

The ELS Levels Progression
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For students seeking a challenging, comprehensive program 

or interested in studying at a college or university outside  

their home country, including those who wish to apply for 

conditional admission to any of the schools in the ELS 

University Conditional Admission Network. 

Successfully completing Level 109 or 112 of the ELS  
English for Academic Purposes program earns students  
a Certificate of Completion accepted as proof of  
English proficiency at more than 650 colleges and 
universities worldwide.

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC 
PURPOSES (EAP)

ACADEMIC ENGLISH PROGRAMS

Number of levels   12 levels: 101 – 112 (Beginner to Masters)

Number of lessons per week   30 lessons (50 minutes per lesson) 

Number of weeks for each level   4 weeks (each session covers one level)

Number of start dates annually   13 start dates

Maximum number of students per class   15 students 

Age requirements   Minimum age is 16

Program availability   Toronto and Vancouver

English for Academic Purposes  

Please note in one of the three Masters levels (110, 111 and 112) a guided research 

class will replace the Skills Enhancement and Language Technology classes.

*Courses offered at each location may vary.  Courses that may be offered include:  

University Preparation, Summarizing and Paraphrasing, Advanced Writing 

Workshop, Developing Vocabulary Skills, Advanced Presentations, Academic Skills 

and more.

BEGINNER 
(101 – 103)

INTERMEDIATE 
(104 – 106)

ADVANCED 
(107 – 109)

MASTERS 
(110 – 112)

9:00 – 9:50
Structure  

and Speaking  
Practice

Structure  
and Speaking  

Practice

Language 
Technology  

Center

Skills 
Enhance-

ment Class*

10:00 – 10:50
Structure  

and Speaking  
Practice

Structure  
and Speaking  

Practice

Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Language 
Technology 

Center

11:00 – 11:50
Language 

Technology  
Center

Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Structure  
and Speaking  

Practice

Language 
Studies

12:00 – 12:50
Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Language 
Technology  

Center

Structure  
and Speaking  

Practice

Language 
Studies

12:50 – 1:45 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

1:45 – 2:50
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing

3:00 – 4:00
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing
Reading and 

Writing

English for Academic Purposes Program 
Sample Class Schedule* 

In addition to focusing on listening, speaking, reading, 

writing, pronunciation and grammar skills, the ELS English for 

Academic Purposes curriculum also develops skills in:

Morning classes consist of:

• Structure and Speaking Practice or Language Studies

• Vocabulary Enrichment  (Levels 101 – 109) or 

 Skills Enhancement Classes (Masters Only)

• One lesson in our Language Technology Center

Afternoon classes are dedicated to Reading and Writing.

• Listening

• Critical Thinking

• Presentations

• Listening and Note Taking

• Academic Research

• And more…
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IELTS™ Preparation

In this program, you will focus on general English skills in 

the morning classes, and on the IELTS™ exam itself in the 

afternoon. You will learn strategies for taking the test and 

practice the four skill areas of reading, writing, listening 

and speaking.

TOEFL® iBT Preparation

By taking the ELS TOEFL® iBT the Preparation Program, you 

will learn integrated reading and listening skills, improve your 

writing and speaking, and learn important test-taking strategies.

Afternoon classes meet for 60 and 65 minutes Monday through Thursday, giving 

you the same amount of class time each week as your morning classes but 

allowing for free afternoons every Friday.

9:00 – 9:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

10:00 – 10:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

11:00 – 11:50 Language Technology Center

12:00 – 12:50 Vocabulary Enrichment

12:50 – 1:45 LUNCH

1:45 – 2:50 IELTS™ Preparation 

3:00 – 4:00 IELTS™ Preparation

IELTS™ Preparation  
Sample Class Schedule

IELTS™ PREPARATION OR  
TOEFL® iBT PREPARATION

Number of weeks for each level/session   4 weeks

Maximum number of students per class   15 students

Age requirement   Minimum age is 16

Program availability   Toronto and Vancouver

Level ranges   106+

IELTS™ Preparation or 
TOEFL® iBT Preparation

9:00 – 9:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

10:00 – 10:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

11:00 – 11:50 Language Technology Center

12:00 – 12:50 Vocabulary Enrichment

12:50 – 1:45 LUNCH

1:45 – 2:50 iBT® TOEFL Prep

3:00 – 4:00 iBT® TOEFL Prep

TOEFL® iBT Preparation   
Sample Class Schedule
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Apply and Get Admitted

We have a team of higher education experts who get to know 

you and help identify the institutions best suited to your goals.

We have agreements with Canadian partner colleges and 

universities to provide conditional admission before you have 

proof of your English proficiency. This applies to Associate and 

Bachelor’s degrees. These schools include:

We manage your applications and correspondence with the 

school(s) selected.

We notify you of your conditional admission and forward 

acceptance materials to you or your Counselor.

You can study in Canada and then go to an ELS partner 

university in another country.

For more information, contact your  

local ELS authorized Counselor or  

email uascanada@els.edu.

GUIDE TO UNIVERSITY  
ADMISSIONS

ACADEMIC ENGLISH PROGRAMS



The ELS University Guide Online is your starting point for 

successfully applying to any of our university partners, with 

powerful tools that enable you to identify which schools are 

the best fit for your unique needs while you are still in your 

home country.

You can create a custom search based on combinations of 

criteria, including:

• Degree Type

• Conditional Letter of Admission 

• Location

• Public or Private Institution

• Area of Study, Specific Majors

• ELS Level Requirements

• Academic Requirements – Grade Point Average (GPA)

• Availability of Academic Scholarships

• Male Only, Female Only, Co-educational

The ELS University  
Guide Online

Contact your local ELS authorized Counselor to 

learn about our university advising and application 

services. See ELS.edu/CounselorConnect for  

a full listing.

Get started now!

UniversityGuideOnline.org/Search

15

The Guide also offers a glossary, higher education news of 

note, a direct link to the ELS University Admission Services 

website, and the functionality to save your searches and  

apply later.
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Postsecondary institutions in Canada issue degrees, 

diplomas and certificates, depending on the type of 

institution and length of the program.  Complete Level 

109 or 112 of the ELS English for Academic Purposes 

program (EAP) and choose the pathway to the higher 

education degree that is right for you.

Working in Canada

While attending college or university, if you are in an approved 

program you may be eligible for an off-campus work permit. 

Immigrate to Canada

Canada offers special pathways to permanent residence and 

citizenship for international students who complete their 

degrees in Canada.

For a list of qualifying instructions and programs,  

visit the Canada immigration website at  

http://www.cic.gc.ca/English/Study/Work-Postgrad.asp.

ELS LANGUAGE 

CCCEEENNNTTERS PATHWAYS

COMPLETE 

HIGH SCHOOL

Complete Level 109 or Level 112 of the 

English for Academic Purposes program 

(EAP) at the ELS Language Center in 

either Toronto or Vancouver

STUDY AND DEGREE OPTIONS IN CANADA

See ELS.edu/CounselorConnect or  

UniversityGuideOnline.org/CounselorConnect  

to find a local ELS authorized Counselor.

CERTIFICATE – 109
Specialized training for career advancement 

Duration: 1 year or less

Prerequisite(s): High School Diploma

ELS Level: 109

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE/ 

DIPLOMA – 109 OR 112

Advanced, specialized study in a particular field  

Duration: 1 − 2 years 

Prerequisite(s): Diploma or Bachelor’s Degree 

ELS Level: 109 or 112

MASTER'S DEGREE – 112

Study, research and training in a  

particular field

Duration: 1 − 2 years

Prerequisite(s): Bachelor’s Degree

ELS Level: 112

BACHELOR'S DEGREE – 112

Full-time study concentrated on a particular subject

Duration: 3 − 4 years, depending on province  

and  type of program

Prerequisite(s): High School Diploma

ELS Level: 112

DIPLOMA – 109
Practical and career-focused education

Duration: 2 years

Prerequisite(s): High School Diploma

ELS Level: 109
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HOW TO APPLY

PLANNING YOUR STUDY IN CANADA

Step 1

Apply for the English for Academic Purposes program (EAP) at 

either of our two locations at ELS Language Centers Canada 

(Vancouver or Toronto).

Step 2

Apply to one of our college/university partner schools in 

Canada with the help of an ELS University Admissions  

Services Counselor.

• If you know what partner school you would like to apply  

 to prior to your arrival in Canada, you can send the  

 college/university application along with the  

 ELS application

• If you are undecided, our University Admissions Services  

 Counselors can help you decide once you get to ELS

Step 3

Receive the ELS Language Centers Letter of Acceptance 

and the college/university partner’s Letter of Conditional 

Admission.  Once you achieve the English proficiency level 

(level 109 or 112) required by the partner school, you  

will be fully accepted into the college/university.

Step 4

Apply for your visa.

Step 5

Build the skills you need for future academic success by 

studying at the ELS Language Center in Vancouver or  

Toronto and fulfilling the English language requirement  

for your chosen college/university (EAP level 109 or 112). 

Step 6

BEGIN YOUR UNIVERSITY PROGRAM!

Contact uascanada@els.edu for assistance.
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For anyone seeking to improve the English skills needed to 

communicate accurately and effectively.

The program includes intensive development of skills in:

GENERAL ENGLISH PROGRAMS

Morning classes consist of:

• Structure and Speaking Practice or Language Studies

• Vocabulary Enrichment

• One lesson in our Language Technology Center

Afternoons at all levels are dedicated to Skills Enhancement 

Classes such as Pronunciation, Listening with Confidence, 

Creative Writing and Current Events.*

GENERAL ENGLISH

Number of levels   12 levels: 101 – 112 (Beginner to Masters)

Number of lessons per week   30 lessons (50 minutes  

per lesson)

Number of weeks for each level   4 weeks (each session 

covers one level)

Number of start dates annually   13 start dates

Maximum number of students per class   15 students 

Age requirement   Minimum age is 16

Program availability   Toronto and Vancouver

General English  
Course Details

BEGINNER 

(101 – 103)

INTERMEDIATE 

(104 – 106)

ADVANCED 

(107 – 109)

MASTERS 

(110 – 112)

9:00 – 9:50 Structure  

and Speaking 

Practice

Structure  

and Speaking  

Practice

Language 

Technology  

Center

Skills 

Enhancement  

Class*

10:00 – 10:50 Structure  

and Speaking 

Practice

Structure  

and Speaking 

Practice

Vocabulary 

Enrichment

Language 

Technology  

Center

11:00 – 11:50 Language 

Technology  

Center

Vocabulary 

Enrichment

Structure  

and Speaking 

Practice

Language 

Studies

12:00 – 12:50 Vocabulary 

Enrichment

Language 

Technology  

Center

Structure  

and Speaking  

Practice

Language 

Studies

12:50 – 12:45 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH

1:45 – 2:50 Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

3:00 – 4:00 Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement  

Class

Skills  

Enhancement 

Class

General English  
Sample Class Schedule

* Exact courses offered at each location may vary.

• Listening

• Speaking

• Reading

• Writing

• Pronunciation

• Vocabulary 

• Grammar



For those who want to learn English while still having time to 

explore local cities and attractions and put their improving 

English into practice outside the classroom.

This program includes development of the important 

language skills that are needed to communicate accurately 

and effectively:

Classes are held only in the mornings and build a foundation 

for communicative competency. They include:

• Structure and Speaking Practice or Language Studies 

• Vocabulary Enrichment 

• One lesson in our Language Technology Center

SEMI-INTENSIVE ENGLISH

Number of levels   12 levels: 101 – 112 (Beginner to Masters)

Number of lessons per week   20 lessons (50 minutes per lesson)

Number of weeks for each level   4 weeks (each course covers one level)

Number of start dates annually   13 start dates

Maximum number of students per class   15 students

Age requirement   Minimum age is 16

Program availability   Toronto and Vancouver

Semi-Intensive English 
Course Details

BEGINNER 
(101 - 103)

INTERMEDIATE 
(104 - 106)

ADVANCED 
(107 - 109)

MASTERS 
(110 - 112)

9:00 – 9:50 Language 
Technology  

Center

Language 
Technology  

Center

Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Skills 
Enhancement 

Class*

10:00 – 10:50 Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Vocabulary 
Enrichment

Language 
Technology  

Center

Language 
Technology  

Center

11:00 – 11:50 Structure  
and Speaking  

Practice

Structure  
and Speaking 

Practice

Structure  
and Speaking 

Practice

Language 
Studies

12:00 – 12:50 Structure  
and Speaking 

Practice

Structure  
and Speaking 

Practice

Structure  
and Speaking 

Practice

Language 
Studies

Semi-Intensive English 
Sample Class Schedule

*Exact courses offered at each location may vary. Additional courses that may  

be offered include Communication through Video, English for Business, Public Speaking, 

Real-World Listening and more.

• Listening

• Speaking

• Pronunciation

• Vocabulary

19
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For those seeking to communicate with confidence in  

today’s multilingual work environment. Well-suited for college 

students, those beginning their careers and businesspeople 

with very limited English skills training.  Recommended for 

ages 18 and older.

Emphasis is placed on developing English language skills used 

in real-world business scenarios such as:

• Giving presentations

• Participating in meetings

• Negotiating agreements

• Explaining and defending positions

• Using business vocabulary and informal expressions 

 in work-related conversation

Also included are important writing skills such as reporting 

and summarizing.

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS
ENGLISH FOR BUSINESS  

*Afternoon classes meet for 60 and 65 minutes Monday through Thursday, giving you 

the  same amount of total class time per week as your morning classes but allowing for 

free  afternoons every Friday.

9:00 – 9:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

10:00 – 10:50 Structure and Speaking Practice

11:00 – 11:50 Language Technology Center

12:00 – 12:50 Vocabulary Enrichment

12:50 – 1:45 LUNCH

1:45 – 2:50 English for Business

3:00 – 4:00 English for Business

English for Business  
Sample Class Schedule*

Curriculum consists of:

• Three unique modules of four weeks apiece

• Option to register for one, two or all three modules

• Thirty lessons per week of classroom instruction and 

 practice in: 

Each module includes:

• Research, preparation and delivery of an oral presentation

• Simulated meetings and oral debate

• Case studies and business news, studied through readings 

 and discussions

• Technology-supported programs in the ELS Language 

 Technology Center, which assess your individual progress 

 and tailor lessons to meet your goals

Number of levels   Level ranges 106+

Number of lessons per week   30 lessons – 20 lessons in General 
English Skills and 10 lessons in English for Business. Each lesson is 50 
minutes* Monday – Friday, with Friday afternoons free

Number of weeks for each level   4 weeks (each session covers 
one level)

Number of start dates annually   13 start dates

Maximum number of students per class   15 students 

Minimum level requirement   An ELS Level 106 (High Intermediate) 
minimum proficiency is required 

Program availability   Toronto and Vancouver

English for Business 

▶  Speaking

▶  Listening

▶  Pronunciation

▶  Vocabulary

▶  Reading

▶  Writing
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English for Executives  

For professionals looking to combine general English  

practice with career-specific communication training.  

The program includes:

• Four 50-minute interactive group lessons daily 

 within regular morning classes

• Three daily personalized 50-minute one-to-one lessons 

Super-Intensive English  

For executives and professionals seeking the fastest way  

to improve their English proficiency. It consists of highly  

concentrated, one-to-one instruction and a curriculum  

targeted specially to each participant’s individual needs.  

The course is:

• Based on one-to-one instruction

• Individually designed based on an initial level of English  

 ability assessment, desired language use and outcomes,  

 and time available for study

• Flexible to meet varying needs and time frames – from  

 one to 52 weeks

• Variable in length: 30 or 45 lessons each week, each 50  

 minutes in length

Super-Intensive English Plus 

For busy executives seeking maximum results, ELS offers:

• One-to-one instruction

• Super Intensive English program at an intense pace  

 of 70 50-minute lessons per week, taught from Monday  

 through Sunday

This course can be particularly useful when preparing for  

an important business presentation or meeting in an  

English-speaking situation.

These Executive English programs are offered at both our 

Toronto and Vancouver locations.

For more information and an  

application for ELS Executive  

English Programs, visit  

ELS.edu/CounselorConnect.
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Holiday study with ELS brings your child face-to-face with 

new cultures and points of view unlike any virtual experience. 

Meeting other children from around the globe opens young 

minds, giving them fresh perspectives on the world around 

them, while acquiring strong English language skills gives 

them an advantage as they navigate that world in the future.

The Vancouver Summer and Winter Youth Programs consist of:

• Structure Practice class, in which students study written  

 and spoken grammar

• Canadian Culture, which covers topics such as Canadian  

 symbols, animals and geography

• Reading and Speaking classes, which focus on weekly  

 themes such as the environment, movies and music

Included in the price of the program are an educational field 

trip every Wednesday afternoon and a social activity every 

Friday afternoon. Other activities such as overnight trips to 

Victoria or day trips to Whistler are available at additional cost.

Family Program

Make it a family affair! Study in our regular English classes while 

your children participate in our Youth Programs.

YOUTH PROGRAMS
CANADIAN SUMMER AND  
WINTER YOUTH PROGRAMS 
Vancouver, British Columbia

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

9:00 – 10:40 Structure Practice and Journal

10:40 – 10:50 BREAK

10:50 – 12:10 Canadian Culture

12:20 – 12:50 LUNCH

12:50 – 2:00 Reading Reading

Educational  

Field Trip

Reading

Social 

Activity
2:00 – 2:10 BREAK BREAK BREAK

2:10 – 3:30 Speaking Speaking Speaking

Canadian Summer and Winter 
Youth Programs – Sample Class Schedule

For more on ELS Youth  

programs in Canada, visit  

ELS.edu/YouthPrograms.
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Number of Weeks per Module   From 2 to 8 weeks

Number of Levels    3 levels:  Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced

Number of Lessons per Week   25 hours of English lessons per week

Maximum Number of Students per Class   15 students 

Course Curriculum   Weekly themes that focus on areas of interest to 

young people, including music, food and health, and the environment

Included Activities and Excursions   Educational field trip every 

Wednesday afternoon; social activity every Friday afternoon

Accommodations   Homestay; other accommodations can  

be arranged

Meal Plan   All homestay participants must be full board  

(3 meals per day)

Other Complimentary Features   ELS T-shirt (summer only) and  

Certificate of Attendance.  Internet access included free of charge  

(if requested at application) for homestay participants.

Other Requirements   Medical insurance is mandatory. If students do 

not provide proof of medical insurance on Day 1 of the program, they 

are required to purchase medical insurance from the school at $2/day.   

Round-trip airport transfer is mandatory and requires a fee separate 

from tuition and homestay.

Age Requirements   Youth Program: 9 to 12 years of age (summer 

only); Teen Program: 13 to 17 years of age (summer and winter)

Vancouver Summer and Winter Youth  
Program Details

Summer 

• Kayaking at  

 Bowen Island

• Overnight Trip  

 to Victoria

• Day Trip to Whistler

• Picnic at Kits Beach

• Sports Day at  

 Ambleside Beach

• Rocky Mountains Trip

• Vancouver Aquarium

Popular Youth Program Activities

Winter 

• Whistler Skiing and  

 Snowboarding Trip

• Snow Tubing at  

 Cypress Mountain

• Snowshoeing at  

 Mount Seymour

• Hockey Games

• Ice Skating

Visit ELS.edu/YouthPrograms.
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Toronto: A Great City for International Students

Situated on the northwestern shore of Lake Ontario in the heart 

of Canada’s largest city, ELS/Toronto is located right in the heart 

of Toronto, the country’s commercial and cultural center. The 

city is consistently rated as one of the world’s most livable by the 

Economist Intelligence Unit and the Mercer Quality of Living Survey.

Get to Know the ELS/Toronto Center

The ELS/Toronto Center is only minutes from the city’s financial, 

entertainment and shopping districts and is within walking distance 

of art galleries, sports venues, theaters, libraries and museums.

ELS/Toronto occupies two dedicated floors of a landmark building, 

with 12 large air-conditioned classrooms, a popular Language 

Technology Center and a student lounge where you can relax, enjoy 

your lunch (there is a refrigerator and microwaves for your use), chat 

with friends (in English only, of course!) or finish that last homework 

assignment.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
CITY CENTER
ELSCANADA.COM

CITY CENTER

COURSES English for Academic Purposes,

General English, Semi-Intensive 

English, Executive Programs

OPTIONS AVAILABLE IELTS™ Preparation, TOEFL®  

Preparation, English for Business, 

Volunteering

HOUSING OPTIONS Homestay, limited apartment- 

style hotels, limited dormitory  

accommodations (summer only)

MINIMUM AGE 16

ADDRESS 36 Victoria Street

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5C 1H3

LOCATION Urban

Toronto

Ottawa



Great Things to See and Do

• Toronto Maple Leafs – NHL Hockey Game

• Toronto Blue Jays – MLB Baseball Game

• Toronto Raptors – NBA Basketball Game

• Ice Skating

• Royal Ontario Museum

• Toronto Islands

• Canada’s Wonderland (amusement park)

• Theaters and Musicals

• CN Tower

Day Trips and Weekends Away: Day trips to Niagara Falls and 

multiday tours of Ottawa/Montreal/Quebec, New York City, 

Chicago and Boston are popular weekend student activities.

For more on ELS programs, visit  

ELSCanada.com/Toronto.
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Vancouver: A Great City for International Students

ELS/Vancouver is conveniently located in the heart of downtown 

Vancouver, a coastal seaport city of captivating parks and green 

spaces on the mainland of British Columbia, Canada. It is a city of 

rare natural beauty and diverse cultures and languages, considered 

the jewel of Canada’s west coast.

Vancouver is consistently ranked among the most livable and 

beautiful cities in the world. Residents take great pride in their 

streets and neighborhoods – welcoming, clean and safe, day  

or night.

Get to Know the ELS/Vancouver Center

ELS/Vancouver is surrounded by great shops and cafés, art galleries, 

movie theaters, and public libraries. You can visit spectacular 

Stanley Park, the city’s best beaches, and local mountains for skiing, 

snowboarding and mountain biking – all within 30 minutes of the 

ELS Center.

ELS/Vancouver occupies three dedicated floors of a building 

designed for educational use, with 20 large air-conditioned 

classrooms, a popular Language Technology Center and a student 

lounge where you can relax, enjoy your lunch (there is a  refrigerator 

and microwaves for your use), chat with friends (in English only, of 

course!) or finish that last homework assignment.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
CITY CENTER
ELSCANADA.COM

COURSES English for Academic Purposes,

General English, Semi-Intensive

English, Executive Programs, Summer

and Winter Youth Programs, IELTS™ 

Preparation, TOEFL® iBT Preparation, 

English for Business

OPTIONS AVAILABLE Volunteering

HOUSING OPTIONS Homestay, limited apartment- 

style hotels 

MINIMUM AGE 16

ADDRESS 549 Howe Street, 6th F

Vancouver, BC

Canada V6C 2C2

LOCATION Urban

CITY CENTER

Vancouver
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Great Things to See and Do

• Vancouver Canucks – NHL Hockey Game

• Capilano Suspension Bridge

• Granville Island

• Skiing or Snowboarding on Grouse Mountain

• Stanley Park

• Vancouver Aquarium

• Mountain Biking on the North Shore Mountains

Daytrips and Weekends Away: Visits to Whistler, Victoria and 

Seattle as well as multiday tours of the Rocky Mountains are 

popular weekend student activities.

For more on ELS programs, visit  

ELSCanada.com/Vancouver.
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The place you call home while studying with ELS plays a very 

important part in your experience of living abroad.  We offer 

options in living accommodations to ensure that you are 

comfortable and safe and feel at home, regardless of the type 

of housing you select.

Homestays – Toronto and Vancouver

Both ELS Centers in Canada offer homestay accommodations 

with an English-speaking host family. ELS host families are 

carefully selected to ensure they provide a pleasant and 

safe “home away from home” for their student guests. Some 

students find that living with a host family can help them  

learn English faster while experiencing Canadian customs  

and culture firsthand. 

Apartment Housing

If you prefer a more independent lifestyle, you may want to 

live in an apartment near your ELS Center. Apartment costs 

and conditions vary widely depending on the location. Your 

ELS Center can advise you on finding a furnished apartment  

to suit your preference and budget.

LOVE WHERE  YOU LIVE

Your local ELS authorized Counselor can provide you 

with detailed information on housing options.

For more information, visit  

ELS.edu/CounselorConnect.



ELS HOST INSTITUTIONS BY LOCATION

CANADA

Toronto, Ontario City Center

Vancouver, British Columbia City Center

U.S.A. – ELS ON CAMPUS

Atlanta, Georgia Southern Polytechnic State University

Atlantic City, New Jersey Richard Stockton College of New Jersey 

Boston –  

Newton, Massachusetts

Mount Ida College

Bowling Green, Ohio Bowling Green State University

Bristol, Rhode Island Roger Williams University

Chicago, Illinois Dominican University

Chicago – Romeoville, Illinois Lewis University

Cincinnati, Ohio University of Cincinnati

Cleveland, Ohio Case Western Reserve University

Columbus, Ohio Ohio Dominican University

Dallas, Texas The University of Texas at Dallas

DeKalb, Illinois Northern Illinois University

Denver, Colorado Front Range Community College

Fort Wayne, Indiana Indiana University – Purdue University  

Fort Wayne (IPFW)

Garden City, New York Adelphi University

Grand Forks, North Dakota University of North Dakota

Grand Rapids, Michigan Grand Valley State University

Hollywood, California Los Angeles Film School

Honolulu, Hawaii Hawai’i Pacific University

Houston – Clear Lake, Texas University of Houston – Clear Lake

Johnson City, Tennessee East Tennessee State University

La Verne, California University of La Verne

Melbourne, Florida Florida Institute of Technology

Miami, Florida Barry University

Milwaukee, Wisconsin Marquette University

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina Coastal Carolina University

Nashville, Tennessee Middle Tennessee State University

New Haven, Connecticut University of New Haven

New York (Riverdale), New York College of Mount Saint Vincent

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City University

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Saint Joseph’s University

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Point Park University

Portland, Oregon Concordia University

Richmond, Kentucky Eastern Kentucky University

Rochester, New York State University of New York – Brockport

Ruston, Louisiana Louisiana Tech University

San Antonio, Texas University of the Incarnate Word

San Francisco – North Bay, 

California

Dominican University of California

U.S.A. – CENTERS AFFILIATED WITH A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

Charlotte, North Carolina Queens University of Charlotte

Clemson –  

Greenville, South Carolina

Clemson University at UCG

Fredericksburg, Virginia University of Mary Washington

Houston, Texas University of St. Thomas – Houston

Indianapolis, Indiana Indiana University – Purdue University  

Indianapolis (IUPUI)

Lubbock, Texas Texas Tech University

New York (Manhattan),  

New York

Adelphi University – Manhattan Center

Orlando, Florida Stetson University Extension

Silicon Valley, California De Anza College

U.S.A. – CITY CENTERS

Berkeley, California City Center

Boston –  

Downtown, Massachusetts 

City Center

San Diego, California City Center

San Francisco –  

Downtown, California 

City Center

Santa Barbara, California City Center

Santa Monica, California City Center

Seattle, Washington City Center

Washington, D.C. City Center

AUSTRALIA

Brisbane, Queensland TAFE Queensland Brisbane –  

Mt Gravatt Campus

Sydney, New South Wales City Center

CHINA

Shanghai City Center

EUROPE

Sophia Antipolis  

(near Nice), France

SKEMA Business School

INDIA

Chennai SRM University

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur Universiti Putra Malaysia

ELS LOCATION HOST INSTITUTION LOCATION  
(IF APPLICABLE)

ELS LOCATION HOST INSTITUTION LOCATION  
(IF APPLICABLE)

St. Louis, Missouri University of Missouri – St. Louis

St. Paul, Minnesota University of St. Thomas – Minnesota

St. Petersburg, Florida Eckerd College

Tacoma, Washington Bates Technical College

Tampa, Florida The University of Tampa

Teaneck, New Jersey Fairleigh Dickinson University

Thousand Oaks, California California Lutheran University
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ELS/TorontoLondon
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ISLAND

ELS HAS A PERFECT LOCATION FOR YOU.
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with the help of  
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in 102 countries
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experience

ELS: LEADERSHIP BY THE NUMBERS



ELS LANGUAGE CENTERS/VANCOUVER

549 Howe Street, 6th Floor

Vancouver, British Columbia

CANADA V6C 2C2

Tel: +1.604.684.9577

Fax: +1.604.684.9588

E-mail: info@elscanada.com

ELS LANGUAGE CENTERS/TORONTO

36 Victoria Street

Toronto, Ontario

CANADA M5C 1H3

Tel: +1.416.203.6466

Fax: +1.416.203.6766

E-mail: info@elscanada.com

C15-Core-Eng

NORTH AMERICAN HEADQUARTERS

7 Roszel Road

Princeton, New Jersey

08540 USA

Tel: +1.609.759.5500

Fax: +1.609.524.9885

E-mail: info@els.edu

© Copyright 2015 ELS Educational Services, Inc., a Berlitz company.

For more information, please contact your ELS authorized Counselor (see ELS.edu).

“ELS Language Centers”, “Contact America!” and “We Teach English to the World” are registered trademarks of 

ELS Educational Services, Inc. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ELS Language 

Centers is a Berlitz company.

ETS, the ETS logo and TOEFL® are registered trademarks of Educational Testing Service (ETS) and Criterion™ 

is a service mark of ETS used with permission of ETS.

ACCET: 1722 N Street NW, Washington, DC 20036, +1.202.955.1113

Please note: Prices are subject to change.

Canada locations and programs accredited by Languages Canada

ELS Language Centers in the USA is accredited by the Accrediting Council for Continuing Educa-

tion & Training (ACCET) – a national accrediting agency listed by the U.S. Secretary of Education.

ELS schools are approved to offer the following programs: Intensive programs, Semi-Intensive 

program, Complete Prep program for the TOEFL® iBT, the American Explorer program, Business 

English programs, CELTA and Special Programs. This school is authorized under federal law to enroll 

nonimmigrant alien students. ELS Language Centers and its staff are members of:

 American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO)

 American Association of Intensive English Programs (AAIEP)

 ALTO: Association of Language Travel Organisations

 NAFSA: Association of International Educators

 Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)

 AIEA (Association of International Education Administrators)

 AIRC (American International Recruitment Council)

 Canadian locations and programs accredited by Languages Canada


